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Whispered Wisdom is a celebration of the incredible beauty of nature. The photos were taken by

Mary Summer Rain, whose powerful and lyrical descriptions of the Colorado mountains set the

background and the tone for her writings about her experiences with No-Eyes, her beloved Indian

shaman teacher. Accompanying the photos is a collection of verse, prose, vignettes, and sayings

taken from her woods-walking journal. Together the pictures and the words weave wonderful

tapestry of the many faces of Mother Earth, and the wisdom that nature has to teach humanity. Here

is an inspiring and enlightening addition to the works of this unique writer.To my beloved

Grandmother Earth--For the primeval Wisdom you have whispered from you sweet andgentle

Breath. . .your timeless Wind,For the warm Comfort you have radiated from your tender and

sensitive Heart. . .your shimmering Core, For the laughing Happiness you have sung from you

coursing< and eternal life force. . .your singing streams, for the deep sensitivities you have instilled

from your dignified lustrous spirit. moonlit mountains, universal truths revealed aged ancient bones.

golden canyons. each evening as my prayer smoke rises into receiving night sky, i give thanks

sharing of whispered wisdom.< />>
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Truths along with Beautiful Images. Glad I found this book:)

The photos of Colorado are great. A nice way to visit a place from my past. Mary Summer Rain's

words are more accurate today than when the books were published. The time is still right! Discover



her books and start with Spirit Song.

I bought this book strictly for the cover. I had a dream of this woman and found the book the

following day with her picture (Mother Earth) on it. What delight to have the poetry that is all

throughout the inside. If you are buying it for the photography you might be disappointed. The

pictures are beautiful but the printing is not that great so they look a little less dynamic.But poetry,

and the cover!! YES!!

A book - what does one say in review ??It arrived in good condition & all is well.

Mary Summer Rain can bring so much to a book by the way she describes the area and the person.

You get to the point as you read that you actually know all there is to know and consider them your

friend. The teachings in these books are so spot on it assists you in your understanding of the

native American Indian ways. Great Read!

Beautifully done. Very deep, thoughtful provoking-I wish society could take itself back to these

wonderful words of wisdom-Keep it next to my chair and have tabbed special pages that I reread

periodically

I am not giving this book away this time...it is staying in my liibrary. When I wanted to reread my

copy it was gone...I had given it away...not this time.

You will get to see yet another side of Mary Summer Rain as you browse this book which contains

lots of her own photography - she adds calming verse to her thoughts about the Colorado country

she loves so much. Very different from her earlier books - entertaining but not as

thought-provoking...
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